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PREFACE 

International Energy Agency 

In order to strengthen cooperation in the vital area of energy policy, an Agreement on an 
International Energy Program was formulated among a number of industrialised countries in 
November 1974. The International Energy Agency (I EA) was established as an autonomous 
body within the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) to 
administer that agreement. Twenty-one countries are currently members of the I EA, with the 
Commission of the European Communities participating under a special arrangement. 

As one element of the International Energy Program, the Participants undertake cooperative 
activities in energy research, development, and demonstration. A number of new and improved 
energy technologies which have the potential of making significant contributions to our energy 
needs were identified for collaborative efforts. The I EA Committee on Energy Research and 
Development (CRD), assisted by a small Secretariat staff, coordinates the energy research, 
development, and demonstration programme. 

Energy Conservation in Buildings and Community Systems 

The International Energy Agency sponsors research and development in a number of areas 
related to energy. In one of these areas, energy conservation in buildings, the IEA is sponsoring 
various exercises to predict more accurately the energy use of buildings, including comparison 
of existing computer programs, building monitoring, comparison of calculation methods, etc. 
The difference and similarities among these comparisons have told us much about the state of 
the art in building analysis and have led to further I EA sponsored research. 

Annex V Air Infiltration Centre 

The IEA Executive Committee (Buildings and Community Systems) has highlighted areas 
where the level of knowledge is unsatisfactory and there was unanimous agreement that 
infiltration was the area about which least was known. An infiltration group was formed 
drawing experts from most progressive countries, their long term aim to encourage joint inter
national research and to increase the world pool of knowledge on infiltration and ventilation. 
Much valuable but sporadic and uncoordinated research was already taking place and after 
some initial ground-work the experts group recommended to their executive the formation of 
an Air Infiltration Centre. This recommendation was accepted and proposals for its establish
ment were invited internationally. 

The aims of the Centre are the standardisation of techniques, the validation of models, the 
catalogue and transfer of information, and the encouragement of research. It is intended to be 
a review body for current world research, to ensure full dissemination of this research and 
based on a knowledge of work already done to give direction and a firm basis for future 
research in the Participating Countries. 

The Participants in this task are Canada, Denmark, Italy, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, 
Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom and the United States. 
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REVIEW 

Under normal atmospheric conditions, the flow of air through adventitious openings in the 
envelope of a building can generally be approximated by the equation 

Q = k(t.P)n (m3s·1) (1) 

where k = flow co-efficient (m3 s·1 at 1 Pa) 
n flow exponent 
t.P = pressure difference across opening (Pa) 

The coefficient, k, is related to the size ·of the opening and the exponent, n, characterises the 
flow regime. The flow exponent ranges in value between 0.5 for fully turbulent flow to 1.0 for 
laminar flow. For reasons of dimensional homogenity, a quadratic form of equation (1) in 
which the laminar and turbulent components. of flow are separated is sometimes preferred. 
This approach has been further developed by Etheridge 1. 

The flow parameters may be determined directly from leakage tests made on individual 
components, or from published values such as those given in Chapter 22 of the 'ASHRAE 
Fundamentals/2. Alternatively, it is possible to make use of the leakage characteristics deter
mined by pressure testing the entire building. In this instance, the total leakage is distributed 
according to the leakage area or crack length represented by each leakage path. This method 
has been used by Sherman et al4 and Warren et al 5 to correlate the results of building pressuri
zation tests with air infiltration. Whichever method is used, it is important to account for every 
source of air leakage. 

The pressure difference driving the air infiltration process is maintained by the action of wind 
and stack effect. Relative to the static pressure of the free wind, the pressure resulting from 
wind impinging on the surface of a building is given by 

Pw = ~ Cpv2 (Pa) (2) 

where p 

cP 
v 

= air density (kg m·3) 
= pressure co-efficient 
= wind speed at building height (ms·1) 

If on-site measurements of wind speed are unavailable, correction formulae enabling the use of 
off-site wind data may be used3·4 • 

The pressure coefficient, C , is a function of the pattern of flow around the building. It 
is independent of wind spefd but varies with wind direction and position. In mathematical 
modelling studies, the pressure coefficient is normally expressed as an average value for each 
face of the building and preferably for each 45° sector in wind direction. 

Most information on pressure coefficients comes from the results of wind loading tests made in 
wind tunnels on scale models of isolated buildings. Examples of such coefficients for simple 
building shapes are given in BS59253 • A problem with this type of measurement is that it only 
refers to buildings in isolation and may therefore not be relevant if the wind pressure on a 
building is influenced by local obstructions. An alternative solution is to perform wind tunnel 
tests on scale models of the building in situ. 

The stack effect arises as a result of differences in temperature, and hence air density, between 
the interior and exterior of a building. This produces an imbalance in the pressures exerted by 
the internal and external air masses, thus creating a vertical pressure gradient. When the internal 
air temperature is higher than that of the outside, air enters through openings in the lower part 
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of the building and escapes through openings at higher levels. The level at which the transition 
between inflow and outflow occurs is the neutral plane. In practice, the level of the neutral 
plane is rarely known and the stack pressure is normally expressed relative to the level of the 
lowest opening. The flow direction is reversed when the internal air temperature is lower than 
that of the air outside. 

The pressure difference resulting from stack action, between two vertically displaced openings, 
is given by 

ps = p 0 g 213 h [r - ~](Pa) (3) 
ext mt 

where Po = air density at 273K and ambient pressure (kg m·3 ) 

h = vertical distance between openings (m) 

Text = external air temperature (K) 

Tint = internal air temperature (K) 

Air inf;itration calculated from wind and stack effect acting alone cannot be directly summed 
to obtain a combined air infiltration rate. This is because the pressures generated by these two 
components do not act on the building in an identical manner. 

A number of mathematical models of air infiltration based on the theory outlined in equations 
( 1) to (3) have been developed. In general, these take the form of a flow network in which 
nodes representing regions of differing pressure are interconnected by leakage paths. This 
network is described by a set of simultaneous equations formed by applying equation (1) to 
each of the paths. These equations are then solved for air flow through each path by deter
mining an internal pressure distribution, such that a balance is maintained, to a predetermined 
tolerance, between volume inflow and outflow. 

Depending on the level of detail required, the leakage paths may represent individual 
components such as cracks around doors and windows or a combination of components such 
as entire sections of a building. It is also possible to include the effects of purpose provided 
openings and chimneys by incorporating appropriate orifice or duct flow equations. The effect 
of mechanical ventilations systems may be similarly analysed by specifying the air flow 
characteristics of the system. 

Air infiltration models range in complexity from 'single-cell' approaches in which the interior 
of the building is assumed to be at a single internal pressure4 ·10 , to 'multi-eel I' methods in 
which the interior is partitioned into individual rooms or sections11 •17 • The type of model 
selected wi II depend very much on the purpose for which it is intended. 'Single-eel I' models 
may be used to predict whole house air change rates and are therefore useful inenergycalcula
tions. However, they give no indication of air movement within a building and cannot be used 
if internal partitioning significantly restricts air movement. 'Multi-cell' models overcome these 
limitations and, because they can be used to predict internal air movement, are an invaluable 
aid to indoor air quality studies. The applications of these models are briefly summarised in 
Table 1. The main disadvantages of 'multi-cell' models are that they require substantial data to 
describe the internal flow network and often demand a significant amount of computational 
effort. With care, however, these disadvantages may be minimised by tailoring the size of the 
flow network to suit the problem to be solved. 

With 'single-cell' models, it is normally possible to solve the flow equations directly. Descrip
tions by Sherman and Grimsrud4 , Warren and Webb5 , Larsen6 , Nylund 7 , and Handa and 
Gusten8 contain sufficient detail to apply the models to simple examples directly. In addition, 
Larsen6 has published a user's manual and Nylund 7 illustrates a simple graphical method of 
solution. 

The much increased scale of complexity of 'multi-cell' models prevents the use of direct 
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TABLE 1 - Summary of Model Applications 

Type of Model Applications Advantages Disadvantages 

1. Single-ce114 -10 - used to determine whole - straightforward method of - does not predict air movement 
building air change rate solution, can be performed 

using small computers or - not applicable to buildings in 
- energy calculations programmable calculators which internal partitioning 

restricts air movement 
- correlation of pressurization - normally possible to 

test data with air infiltration incorporate purpose-provided 
openings, chimneys and 
HEVAC systems 

2. Multi-ce11 11 -17 - used to determine whole - simulates air movement within - substantial data is often 
building and individual room building required to describe flow 
change rates network 

- normally possible to 
- predicting air movement incorporate purpose-provided - considerable computational 

between individual rooms or openings, chimney and effort is required for large 
sections of building HEVAC systems networks 

- indoor air quality studies 

- smoke and fire movement 

- energy calculations 



methods of solution. Instead, numerical methods involving iterative techniques are used. Most 
descriptions only contain an outline of the techniques used but Bilsborrow 13 and Sander14 

have published detailed computer manuals. 

A problem with many air infiltration models is that, because of insufficient air infiltration 
data, the scale of model validation has been limited. Therefore the general reliability of models 
for specific applications may be uncertain. One of the tasks of the Air Infiltration Centre has 
been to prepare reliable datasets from experimental data covering as wide a range of building 
design and climatic conditions as possible. This is being used to determine the full range of 
applicability of models and to identify the key parameters which must be defined for reliable 
estimates of air infiltration. Current results are encouraging and show that good estimates are 
possible provided that leakage and pressure data are accurately specified. The final outcome of 
this work will be published in 1983. 
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